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The MEDA Fund had a return of -1.29% for the month
attributed to a large extent to our overweight position in the
Egyptian market, which lost ground after a short lived rally. Our
allocation in Kuwait limited this negative performance, with most
of our holdings gaining ground for the month. Our allocation in
Oman contributed positively, with the Muscat Securities Market the
only GCC stock exchange to finish the month in positive territory.
Furthermore, our decision to reduce our equity exposure across the
region at the beginning of the year, proved beneficial, as we had
anticipated a correction due to the window dressing which
typically takes place at the end of 2006.

Objective
Long term capital appreciation through investing in
listed Middle East and North African equities and equityrelated securities.

We added to our overweight position in Qatar, where we
see value, especially after the market witnessed significant selling
pressure. This was as a result of Nakilat having called for existing
shareholders to subscribe to the unpaid portion of the company’s
capital. This pressure was further fuelled by negative sentiment
with regards to its corporate earnings, predominantly due to their
investment portfolio.
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In Kuwait, we continued to accumulate new positions,
driven by our bullish views on the market. We find valuations to be
relatively attractive and hence we decided to add two additional
holdings that rallied on the back of corporate restructuring.
Moreover, we started reducing our cash position towards the end
of the month, allocating funds to the Jordanian market while
reducing our Omani and Lebanese holdings.
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The Egyptian market suffered from selling pressure
towards the end of the month, as retail investors anticipated a
market correction similar to the corresponding period last year.
We used this opportunity to increase our exposure, as sentiment
drove some equities back to attractive valuations.
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We maintain our positive view on the region, despite an
expected increase in volatility in the short term, driven by
speculation on FY 2006 results. In the longer term, we believe that
fundamentals will prevail, which will be reflected by the alignment
of retail sentiment with corporate fundamentals.
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Top Holdings
Holding
MTC
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This update does not constitute an offer of shares and should not be relied upon by any person accruing or otherwise dealing in shares of the company. Subscription of shares in the
company may only currently be mad on the terms of the placing memorandum of the company. It should be noted that investment in the fund is only suitable for sophisticated investors
who are aware of the risks of investing and should be re-graced as long term. Please remember that past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. market and currency
movements may cause the value of shares and the income from them to fluctuate and you may get back less than you invested when you decide to sell your share.

